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Res fee increase
expected
The Advisory Council on Ancil-
laryEnterprises will be considering
an increase in residence fees for the
next year in a meeting to be held
today (Thursday) at 2:30 in Dean
Vallilee's Boardroom.
The anticipated fee increase for
room and board is $300.
Should the proposal pass, it will
become part of the total budget to
be considered at the next Board of
Governors' meeting scheduled for
Monday, February 10.
Amongeightother universities fh
Ontario considering an increase in
residence fees for next year,
WLU's increase would be the
highest.
The increase is a result of new
Ontario government policy toward
Ancillary Services, i.e. that they
must"break even. Previously uni-
versities had been allowed a loss
and had been subsidized by the
government.
With the new attitude toward
post-secondary education, the
government will no longer sub-
sidize this loss. Last year WLU
sustained a loss of $135,000.
As a result of inflating costs, the
predicted deficit for next year
would be substantially greater.
Heating costs in residences have
almost doubled within the past year
and maintenance costs have also
risen. This is in addition to the
higher costs of the food for the din-
ing hall and Torque Room.
Othercosts have also beenadded-
to this year's Ancillary Services
budget.
The free rooms provided for
Dons are now being charged
against this budget.
The university is also faced with
repayment ofa SACloan of$22,000
used to install Radio Laurier out-
lets in residences last year.
Fee increases ranging between 7
and 15% are proposed at Ottawa,
Brock, Queens, McMaster, Wind-
sor, Carleton and the University of
Waterloo.
Under the anticipated fee prop-
osal, students here are faced with a
hike of 26%.
Fee hike opposed
LONDON (CUP)—The administ-
ration at the University ofWestern
Ontario is having difficulty passing
a deficit in food service operations
back to the students.
More than 1,400 students signed
a petition opposing aresidence fee
increase to cover the deficit. The
administration has been told by its
solicitors that the mid-year in-
crease is probably illegal.
The fee increase was originally
passed by the Senate Subcommit-
tee on Residence Operations
(SURO) last December in order to
alleviate a budget deficit of
$200,000 accrued in the operation
ofthe residences, particularly food
services. The increase would have
meant that each residence would
pay an extra $42-$55 for their sec-
ond fee installment ofthe year.
"Though SURO has not aban-
doned the proposed increase, the
possibility of it going to the Board
of Governors for approval is "in-
creasingly unlikely" according to
student council president Mike
Janigan.
Bob Metras, a student member
of the Board has gone on record
saying that he will support the ad-
ministration ifthe issue goes to the
Board. "It is the duty ofstudents to
bear some ofthe deficit," he said.
Meanwhile SURO has agreed to
look into other economies which
might be made in the residence op-
eration if the fee increase is not
forthcoming.
The booth that Labatt's built
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Winter Carnival has come and gone. ■,„„«„ „_„
As is the usual habit of this grand festival of the cold season, itoccurred>whanthere imhardly any
snow. Next year they will call it the January Thaw Fling and Fandango and .t w.ll be
stopped because
n&EfiL event was a success. The booth above said "Please Ask " and a lotof people
did. We wontsay wha?theyasked, butrumour has it Marshall Spiegal was never so msulted In all h,s
life.
Expansion proposal killed
by Fred Youngs of SAC to break solidarity on the
issue and speak out against it, was
happy with the defeat. He did,
however, say that the margin of de-
feat was disappointing, as he had
expected a larger percentage to op-
pose the idea.
No one involved in the commit-
tee could pinpoint the exactreason
for the defeat, but there was aprev-
alent feeling that the large turnout
was a major cause of the defeat.
"Those-who wanted it," Howard
said, "didn't bother to vote, but
those whowere opposed made sure
that they voted."
The turnout is considerably
larger than any in the past few
years. The last referendum, held
under the McKinley administra-
tion, barely eked out the required
25%needed for it to become official
The proposed fee increase, to
support the Student Union Build-
ing expansion project went down to
a defeat at last week's referendum.
The proposal, which called for a
twenty dollar increase, was de-
feated by 84 votes. Ofthe total of
958 people voting, 519 were opr
posed, 435 favoured itand 4 ballots
were spoiled.
SAC President Phil Turvey ex-
pressed disappointment at the fact
that the scheme was defeated and
intimated that he had felt that the
students would support itbut that it
would go down in the Board of
Governors.
Warren Howard, President of
the Board of Publications, was
more elaborate in his statements,
indicating that he had "a feeling
that the proposal would go down."
He also went on to say that the
expansion idea was dead, not just
for this year, but "probably
forever, unfortunately."
Aubrey Ferguson, VP Univer-
sity Affairs, and the only member
under the present SAC constitu-
tion. The referendum held last
Tuesday and Wednesday almost
reached therequired amount on the
first day of voting.
Although there is a strongfeeling
of finality to the expansion within
SAC, there are several other alter-
natives that are being considered
"hm the-expaaslolv- -. —~ v"
One of these is an idea to allow
the administration to build the bot-
tom two floors, use them for
classroom space foran unspecified
amount oftime and then turn them
over to SAC, who would then be
the owners of them.
This would allow SAC to have
the two floors in the future and
when they do get them, the total
ownership of the building would
remain in their hands.
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Mike Strong, Chief Electoral Officer for SAC, conducts the voting in last weeks' referendum.
Presidents decry
financial cut
OTTAWA (CUP)—The presidents
of the University of Guelph and
McMaster University have gone on
record saying they will cover finan-
cial deficits by using existing re-
serves next year, but after that
they're out of money.
The financial plight of Ontario
universities comes as aresult ofthe
decision by the Ontario govern-
ment to increase basic income unit
per student by 7.4 per cent for the
academic year 1975-76. This in-
crease is substantially less than the
16.4 per cent the universities said
they needed to cover inflation, and
comes after several years of less -than - inflation increases.The less than expected increase
"came as a complete shock" to
Guelph President W.C. Winegard,
who is also Chairman ofthe Coun-
cil of Ontario universities (COU).
The COU had met with the gov-
ernment priorto the announcement
of the 7.4 per cent increase and ex-
pected that the government would
not go below the 10percentfigure.
Winegard told a press confer-
ence held after the announcement
that the problem was not that
Ministry of Colleges and Univer-
sities (MCU) officials misunders-
tood the financial needs of the uni-
versities. Winegard said the prob-
lem seemed to be getting informa-
tion to the Ontario Cabinet, which
makes the decisions.
"They justcouldn't have known
the situation," he said. The effect
ofthe small increase will be to "de-
stroy much of what has been built
up over the last decade in the sys-
tem," Winegard said.
So cutting costs while trying to
maintain present academic prog-
rams "as best we can" becomes
the number one priority at Guelph.
Winegard says this will mean no
money fornew staff, restricting en-
rollment increases, maintaining the
program mixat its present level, no
budget increases for equipment and
supplies even to meet inflation,and
the existing support staff having to
service new buildings as wellas the
present ones.
Winegard says the universities
must increase their efforts in con-
fronting Queen's Park with the
issue. He said that the decision of
the Cabinet to reduce their support
is a political one, and one which
should be met with efforts by the
universities to counter their failing
public image.
But Winegard's response to
questions showed that he was not
calling for a particularly high-
profile public campaign.
Asked if he thought a province-
wide closing of all On-
tario universities for one day would
demonstrate the problem to the
public he said tfiat he thought that
would do more harm than good. He
expressed more interest in "meet-
ing with MPP's" and mounting a
more orthodox 'lobby style' cam-
paign.
Parking
The Cord was informed this week
that the Seagram Stadium parking
lot officially belongs to the Univer-
sity of Waterloo. The lot is patrol-
led by U ofW security, who will be
checking for parking stickers. Un-
less you have a U ofW sticker there
is an excellent chance your car will
be towed away.
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Chiaroscuro Is Coming.
Submissions ofpoetry, prose, graphics andphotos forpublication in Chiaros-
curo arebeing accepted in the Board ofPublications office in the StudentUnion
Building.
Get Involved.
S Birthright offers an alternative toabortion for women witha problem—pregnancy—by offering free pregnancy test,housing, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby clothing.Completely confidentialBIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990 yGay Lib office CC 217CopensyMon-Thurs, 7-10 pm and mostCC) afternoons for counselling andC(S information. Phone 885-121 iJXext. 2372.
BIGBOOKSALE
The Book Barn's ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE is on this
week. Three days only—Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
30% to 80% OFF thousands of selected titles. A special fea-
ture isonfourteen LAROUSSE titlesata mere $7.99 each, or3
for $21.00 Don't miss this sale! A book lover's delight.
See Wednesday's Waterloo Chronicle for a more descriptive
ad.
EVERYTHING has been SLASHED so low, QUANTITIES
WON'T LAST LONG!
We're at 12 King St. North, UPSTAIRS, in shiny, downtown
Waterloo. Right next to Star's and the Waterloo Theatre.
Don't miss this "famous" annual event. Be inspired, buy a
book.
THREE DAYS ONLY!
/<>\ TUC
/BARN \
Jffli BOOK BARN
SECOND LANGUAGE
MONITOR PROGRAM
1975-76
■.. - . \ - . ■ ->.
Fifty Ontario post-secondary students with a good knowledge of their second
official language, English or French, will receive up to $3,000 per year and up
to $300 in travel expenses to participate in this Federal-Provincial program.
The students will study full-time in another province while working6-8 hours
per week as second language monitors. The monitors helpelementary, secon-
dary or post-secondary students to learn their second official language.
Post-secondary students from otherprovinces studying in Ontario may qualify
to be second lariguage monitors in Ontario.
To obtain a brochure or an application form, contact your provincial coordinator. Ontario
students should contact:
Mr. R.E. Schatz,
Coordinator, Educational Exchange Programs,
Ministry of Education, Mowat Block,
Queen's Park, Toronto,
Ontario M7A 1E5
PAUL NEWMAN—STEVE McQUEEN
H33HSH WON. TO THURS. FRIDAY SAT. & SUN.TOfsuT 8:15 ONLY 5:15 4 8:15 2:00,5:15 4 8:15
STUDENT TYPEWRITER FIXER
Experienced in cleaning and repairing typewriters. Rentals available at
lowest cost in area. Call BILL at
634-5592 after 5 p.m.
~ if you can't afford good speakers,
how about good
HEADPHONES
Yes, you can get top quality Koss Headphones for one quarter
of the price of a goodset ofspeakers.
We have them in -A*
stock now and we're anxious to deal. ASQXHiEnn
Come in and give a listen now. <S s^^
KOSS $17.00-$75.00 IU1&IC
' ' _
__ _ 321 Weber North
STEREOPHONES Waterloo 885-0470
VII IWJIWW
m 9 111 ft mH
Ml •/ ! " * v*/
Br And Southern Comfort is a//you need fl
■? — for everything from Comfort on the I
Rocks to an exotic Southern Julep. And «A
Southern Comfortis sweet satisfaction /fl
a'l by itself. Southern Comfort,
SOUTHERN COMFORT
No student input into task force on aid
OTTAWA (CUP)—A combined
federal-provincial task force re-
considering the whole question of
student aid in Canada has been
quietly operating since last fall.
The taskforce meets only in closed
session, releases no minutes or re-
cords tothe public or press and has
no student representation.
Documents from the committee
show that the taskforce was set up
last August through an agreement
between the Chairman of the
Council of Education Ministers
(CEM) and Secretary of State
Hugh Faulkner, at the initiative of
CEM.
According to one document,
marked "draft mandate" the pur-
pose of the task force is to, "give
immediate consideration to those
changes necessary in existing fed-
eral plans for student assistance in
order to bring them into line with
existing needs and educational pat-
terns." The task force is to report
its findings next August and make
recommendations to CEM, also a
closed body, and to the Secretary
of State in Ottawa.
Bob Buckingham ofthe National
Union of Students (NUS) wrote to
the CEM on December4,l974 stat-
ing that NUS "has learned that the
council of Education Ministers is
considering proposing changes in
the existing federal plans for stu-
dent assistance" and requesting
that students be represented in
these deliberations.
The reply from CEM Secretary
General Maurice Richer made re-
ference to "ongoing studies regard-
ing possible cahnges in the existing
student assistance schemes" but
gave no indication ofthe existence
of the high-level task force set up
last August.
Richer rejected thepossibility of
student representation on theCEM
because, "Council policy pre-
cludes representation on our com-
mittees by professional or other in-
terest groups."
"I can assure you, however, that
the provincial authorities are giving
very careful consideration to the
students' concerns and this, in
turn, is reflected in the delibera-
tions of the council," he said.
He advised that students in those
provinces "where such input has
not yet been arranged" might ob-
tain representation "by addressing
the minister responsible for higher
education."
As set up in August, the task
force consists ofrepresentatives of
the federal government and of all
provinces except Quebec. Accord-
ing to the minutes ofthe November
meeting, Quebec may have already
dropped out of the discussions.
Quebec operated its own student
aid plan and does not participate in
the Canada Student Loan Plan.
The full term of reference con-
tained in the draft mandate, which
are believed to be incorporated into
a letterofagreement between CEM
and Faulkner, "in order ofpriority
of consideration and action"
are:—to give immediate considera-
tion to those changes necessary in
existing federal plans for student
assistance in order to bring them in
line with existingneeds and educa-
tional patterns, including such
problems as aid to part-time stu-
dents; varying concepts of need
(i.e. married students); debt prob-
lems for tower socio-economic
groups; age of majority and paren-
tal responsibility; repayment pat-
terns, including concepts of for-
giveness.
—to establish with federal rep-
resentatives the probable time
frame within which the various
changes identified can be made,
and to set in motion specific steps
in those areas which can be rapidly
accomplished.
—to study possibilities of co-
ordinating and/or rationalizing the
variety of existing federal student
support patterns, i.e. Canada Stu-
dent Loan Plan; Manpower train-
ing allowances; OTA; Canada As-
sistance Plan.
—to study and report on other
proposals for student assistance
which might ultimately replace or
substantially modify existingplans.
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Not exactly home cooking, but on the other hand, not many people consider WLU their home.
The pancake breakfast provided by theWinter Carnival provided a nice diversion from the usual fare
served in the dining hall and from the looks on the faces of these eaters, it is safe to assume that
their taste buds have not been so honed down that they can no longer taste the difference between a
dirty window pane and real food.
The waiter in the picture has just discovered that someone has slipped a sausage down therear of
his pants, making it exceedingly difficult to walk.
Sex: this is the law
by Michael Stubbs
The laws regarding sexual mat-
ters do not meet the needs ofCana-
dian society. Drastic changes are
required in areas such as rape,
homosexuality and abortion.
These views were expressed dur-
ing the "Sexuality and the Law"
panel discussion held on Monday.
Dr. Jeri Wine of Counselling Ser-
vices was the moderator. Particip-
ants on thepanel included Dr. Jim
Hicks of Health Services, lawyer
Ted Wellhauser, Dennis Findlay, a
Gay Lib spokesman, and Margaret
Murray, a U of W student con-
cerned with rights of women.
Dr. Wine began the discussion
by stating her feeling that the laws
lagged behind current social val-
ues. Also, she believed that in-
terpretation of the law by judges
may not reflect the viewpoint ofthe
general public.
Ted Wellhauser challenged Dr.
Wine's opinion. The lawyer be-
lieved that both misinformation
and lack of public awareness con-
tributed to the opinions held by Dr.
Wine and others.
Mr. Wellhauser gave an example
of rape laws to prove his point.
There are collateral issue rules
which prevent defense lawyers
from delving into a rape victim's
personal life. However most rape
victims are not aware of this.
Therefore it is the responsibility of
the judge and crown attorney to in-
form the woman of her rights.
Dr. Hicks then gave his personal
concerns in this area. The age of
consent, sterilization and abortion
were the topics he discussed.
The issue of age of consent did
notappear to be terribly important.
The major advantage is to teenage
girls who have problems with their
parents concerning their sexual
habits.
The laws governing sterilization
are very vague according to Dr.
Hicks. A few years agosterilization
would only be done if two criteria
were met. These were if the
patient's life was endangeredor ifa
woman ofat least 35 years old with
5 children desired the operation.
Today though, any person of
about 25 years of age who has given
careful consideration to the matter
may ask to be sterilized. At issue is
the phrase given careful considera-
tion. Thiscan be interpreted in var-
ious ways by doctors.
Abortion, Dr. Hicks' third area
of concern, has been rehashed
many times. One important point
was made, however: In the abor-
tion laws the phrase "health of the
mother" is used. No mention ofthe
fetus occurs. This means that pres-
ently a fetus has no rights in the
matter of abortion.
Margaret Murray, speaking on
behalf of women, had two major
issues. A problem with current
laws concerning sexuality and
women is that men wrote the laws.
Murray felt that this meant that
males were trying to legislate
female morality.
The otherpoint raised by Murray
concerned the lack of female
lawyers. This means that women
are less familiar with the law.
The final speaker, Dennis Find-
lay, presented several demands of
gay people. The most important of
these is that homosexuals should
have equal rights with other citi-
zens.
Findlay cited immigration, emp-
loyment practises and the Cana-
dian Bill of Rights as areas where
legal reform is necessary.
There was some discussion by
the panel and the audience on abor-
tion and homosexuality following
Findlay. Abortion was over-
discussed and little interest was
shown inhomosexuality. The small
audience of students led to a poor
question and answer period.
Liquor license arrives
by Susan Mulhall
Well, after a year of red tape
WLU has finally achieved that
much sought-after liquor license.
This special documentwas put into
effect Monday, February 3, 1975
and with it comes a few changes in
the management.
From now on WLU members
and students from U of W must
show ID at the door. The set-up is
similar to U of W's regulations
where guests must be signed in by
members.
Liquor prices, pub hours and the
cover charge for Thurs. and Fri.
nights will remain the same. The
juke box will also be retained and
an additive is a new colour TV on a
five foot stand.
With this new status comes the
possibility thatany infraction ofthe
liquor laws could result in a revok-
ing of the license, not only in the
Turret but across the campus. This
would put an end to all pubs.
Scholarship survey
In the next few days all under-
graduate students who have re-
ceived scholarships from WLU and
who are currently studying at the
university will be asked to partici-
pate in a survey of scholarship
users.
The survey has been initiated by
the Committee on Scholarships,
Bursaries and Financial Aid. The
Committee, composed of faculty
members, administrative staff and
students, is a sub-committee ofthe
Senate. The purpose of the survey
is to establish data that will assist
the Committee in an overall review
of scholarships offered at WLU.
Traditionally it has been stated
that scholarships are offered to at-
tract superior students to our uni-
versity. The Committee is seeking
to determine if in fact scholarships
are effective in attracting students.
The survey will seek to determine if
an offer of a scholarship was in-
strumental in attracting astudent to
WLU. It willalso seek to find out if
students are pleased with their
choice and try to find out if students
would still have chosen WLU if
they had not been offered a scho-
larship.
Recently the Board of the uni-
versity has stated publicly that a
ofscholar-
ships available at WLU will be
made. The scholarship budget for
1975/76 is the same as that in
1974/75. It is hoped that the data
provided by the survey will bring to
light pertinent information that will
help the Board as it makes deci-
sions regarding future scholarship
financing.
Traditionally entrance scholar-
ships were tenable for either three
or four years provided require-
ments for scholarship retention
were made. However, it was de-
cided that entrance scholarships
would be tenable for one year only.
A much larger number of in-course
scholarships will become available
as a result ofthis change.
The Committee has advised the
Cord that they are hopeful that all
students will respond to the ques-
tions promptly and quickly.
Strikes, boycotts
protest cutbacks
OTTAWA (CUP)—Students ac-
ross Ontario held study sessions,
boycotted classes and held plenary
sessions Jan. 29 in order to inform
students of the effects the Ontario
government cutbacks in education
will have on them.
The government announced in
November that it was raising sup-
port financing for universities by
only 16.4 percent in 1975-76. How-
ever, because ofspecial grants and
increasing enrollments the money
only amounts to 7.4 per cent per
student increase.
This amount will not cover the
expected 1975-76 inflation rate or
help universities catch up from the
ravages of inflation in 1974-75.
As aresult ofthe cutbacks some
universities may have to close and
all but one will face deficit financ-
ing next year. Several academic
programs will be slashed and larger
classes will result.
The Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents (OFS) at a meeting earlier
this month urged students to hold
study sessions Jan. 29 to explain to
students what the cutbacks will
mean.
"We called the study sessions,
which are being held not only by
OFS institutions but also by other
post-secondary institutions in On-
tario, because it was our view that
the ordinary student isn't ac-
quainted with what effects the
budget cutbacks will have," said
OFS public relations officer Chris
Harries.
"We also want the government
to know that students are aware of
the problems and won't let the gov-
ernment get away with things like
this," he said.
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More and more,
another increase
There has been a lot of talk about money in and around this school
this year. It seems to be what has been the most important subject to
anyone involved in any way with this school and it is not a story that
ends with the death by referendum of the expansion idea last week.
Although the increase for that went down, there is another one in
the works now, thatcould prove to be the hardest biteyet, and possibly
the worst in terms of benefits to students. The proposal now being
considered is one to increaseresidence fees by at least three hundred
dollars, or thirty percent.
It is not a definite idea yet, but itwill definitely be going before the
Board of Governors next meeting and it will more than likely pass the
test there as they are not prone to killing motions. It has been bandied
about for some time now, and although it is still classified as secret, it
seems that it is not something that should be kept under the hats of the
administration for much longer.
Three hundred dollars is no mean fee increase, and it is debatable to
this writer if the benefits of such an increase will be shown.
I admit that I have never lived in residence and never had to eat
dining hall food for more than two meals a week but rumours fromthe
infinite and vast supply of usually reliable sources lead me to question
whether this increase will or could be at all beneficial to the populace
who live in the residences.
It brings upseveral questions, this business of increased fees and the
resu'fe t»f. -Jnocntr a
speaking of WLU, but all universities be in the business of providing
second rate hotels for the displaced student? There is definitely some
advantage to the fact that there are residences. It provides for some
students a definite place to live, and in this time ofhousing shortages
for students, that is not an advantage, that is a giftfrom heaven. It also
provides the firstyear student witheasy access to an abode, when he is
unacquainted with the city into which he is coming, but with these
advantages, there arc alio-cr-'ot of disadvantages.
Although residence provides a convenience to the student who
lives there, the inhereht disadvantages seem to outnumber this. The
most pressing problem is the accommodation. Having been in a few
rooms, for various and sundry reasons, the accommodations leave an
awful lot to be desired. There are two beds, one long desk, some
closets and little else, and this is not what one could call the comforts
of home. There is also an abhorrent lack of privacy, but not exactly the
nicest place tobe ifpeople around bother youall the time.Contending
with unruly masses when you have an exam or paper for the next day
must be excruciatingly difficult. There isalso thepresiding question of
whether universities should be hotel managers that was touched on
briefly in the beginning.
Let us assume that there were no residences, no ready made
facilities for the uninitiated to find their way through the maze of the
housing jungle. Then we would have a plethora of students living in
the tv lounge and subsisting on a diet of Sonny's burgers and filet of
Torque Room, right? Wrong. It would take a concerted, redirected
effort to place students off campus, ensconced in apartments which
are magically provided when the university starts putting a little pres-
sure on the outside forces that be. Itwould no longer be the course in
hotel management it is now, and in the end, it would provide a more
worthwhile, educational and sounder housing policy that would have
no end to the advantages it offered.
As it stands now, residences do not often make a profit, in fact they
rarely break even and when there is money needed, it is often the
residences that are hitfirst because their fees can be set independently
of the government scheme for the "under-financing" of post-
secondary education.
Is the proposed increase justified? I don't think so. Somehow,
mediocre living conditions are not worth $1,400. Itwould be infinitely
more valuable to the student to live offcampus, because at (east then,
among other things, he would end up with some furniture he could
keep. With residence, you end up with little more than when you
started, and the costs of living off campus are not that much higher
when one considers the benefits of it.
There is one great difference between the increase that could (or
will) be proposed and the one which the Turvey people brought out
and that is, that you had a say whether or not you paid the twenty
dollar increase. Now you don't.
If it goes through,and I don't doubt that itwill, if you decide to come
back next yearand I ive on campus, you are stuck with it. This is purely
an administration decision, in a governing body which you have no
voice. Tough luck, you are stuck.
Boycotting residence won't bring down the cost, but not living in
residence will be more advantageous. With expansion on the horizon
for WLU, maybe the housing office should look beyond residence,
look in the direction of the other side of University Aye. or King St.
Look at off campus housing as a serious, viable alternative.
k . Fred Youngs
'PIIASI COOMRATI , . . I'VI NIVIR DONI THIS BEFORII'
Correction
letters
re: Cord, January 30, 1975—"Fee
proposal passes SAC"
In order to clear away some of
the confusion that has risen as a
result ofthis article, I would like to
take this opportunity to state that I
did object to the expansion of the
Student Union Building in princi-
ple.
At the Student Council meeting
in which the expansion was discus-
sed, I initially expressed my objec-
tions. However, I did not pursue
the matter at that time because I
understood that SAC was not pas-
sing the expansion in principle but
was taking the motion to the stu-
dents in the form of a referendum.
Therefore, I at no time know-
ingly approved of the idea in prin-
ciple but opposed it on the basis of
my letter of last week.
Aubrey Ferguson
Turnips
This is just to let you know, Fred
Youngs, that if you and Henry
Hess have gone off to Brazil, I'm
very hurt that you didn't ask me to
go with you. After all, it is partly
my money you absconded with.
There is not an apathetic bone in
my body. There is not a lot oftime
in my life either, but I'm taking
thirty seconds to write this to you,
to let you know that I want to know
where my money is going; every
last penny. I'm gettingtired of slip-
ping on the SUB steps, because
there isn't a rug to absorb all this
charming slush and snow that the
maintenance crew can't seem to
find the time to clearfrom the steps,
let alone they should have to shovel
(for God's sake! the paths and
drives. I'mgetting tired ofdrinking
Louisiana mud every morning in
my nine o'clock class—wouldn't
you think they'd at least use On-
tario mud? There is a lot more I'm
getting tired of, but I'm up to forty-
five seconds now, and I've got a
whiz-bang finish.
IfPhil Turvey thinks that he can
use his position in SAC to send me
a bloody biased letter telling me, in
no uncertain terms,that thebottom
twofloors (which seems rather typ-
ical of thisplace, starting at the top,
without a firm foundation) of the
SUB are needed, not the least of
which is to make the building "aes-
thetically pleasing", he can think
again. I don't like his attitude—l
don't like his proposal.
IfI had beenable to do soI would
have attended the forum. It's a
good thing I read the Cord. Now I
have a reason (Letters; Aubrey
Ferguson & Expansion; Pros &
Cons; Deardon & Williams) to say
to the SAC; re their proposal: stuff
it. (and utilize your imaginations as
to where and how).
If the referendum passes,and the
Board ofGovernors is blindfolded,
and we must pay an extra twenty
dollars next year the SAC will have
one hell of atime gettingitfrom me.
I believe the expression is "getting
blood from a turnip".
You've justread a letterfrom an
angry, stubborn turnip.
Claudia Staines
A common theme
I entered this university in Sep-
tember after several years in the
work force. My integration here
has been difficult because of the
manyconditions of being a student
which make me less than equal as a
human being and indicate to me a
lack ofconcern for students by this
whole "system".
During most of the day large
numbers ofstudents sit onthe floor
in the mall. Why is the university
not providing chairs or benches of
some kind? The argument I've
heard offire hazards is unsupport-
able since all sorts of art, carnivals
and projects are allowed tables and
booth space.
The Torque Room is frequently
crowded and noisy. Across the hall
are the Faculty and Staff lounges
which are usually empty. These
lounges have far superior furnish-
ings and are more conducive to
proper eating and health. Students
never seem to be present in these
"segregated" facilities.
Torque Room food quality and
selection are very limited. Prices
are similar to commercial estab-
lishments but overhead costs are
minimal. Management seems in-
capable of attempting or imple-
menting quality or cost improve-
ments ie. cream pitchers rather
than expensive containers or
"home made" products ratherthan
canned.
The library has been maintaining
a basement reserve study room on
a 24 hourbasis. However, over the
holidays the entire building was
locked including this room. The
cost of opening this facility since
the room is unstaffed and the build-
ing continuously heated would
have been minimal.
I wanted to obtain a book men-
tioned during a lecture and was
surprised to find it unlisted in our
library. However, the bookstore
just happened to have it, for the
past three years! At the bookstore I
was told that "if a book is required
the library never carries it." This
forces our patronage at the book-
store. This lack of library service
cost me $3.50 and seems an incred-
ible policy for a concerned institu-
tion.
The University has rented a large
parking lot across University Av-
enue from St. Michael's Church.
Have they made any effort to sec-
ure a crosswalk or even warning
signs for motorists? In the absence
ofthese measures all using this area
must cross a major KW through-
fare.
In all of these ways this institu-
tion is showing its lack of concern
and all other students. We are the
consumers of the educational pro-
duct and like some large corpora-
tion this institutionappears to have
minimal concern for our input and
welfare.
This has real repercussions for
all who are part of this
university—faculty, staff and stu-
dents. The treatment of students as
responsible becomes a selffulfilling
prophesy. The general lack of a re-
sponsible, challenging atmosphere
on this campus and in the class-
room reduces the job satisfaction
of the faculty and the growth ofus
all.
Richard Gerson
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Opinion and Comment
Citizen groups: the idea and the reality
by Dick Braiden
"Between the Idea and the
Reality... Falls the Shadow"
—T.S. Eliot
It seems safe to assume that
Eliot's concern for local goverfi-
ment was not the catalytic agent for
his literarygenius. Howeverthe in-
troductory quotation can be
utilized to characterize the role of
citizen groups inthe context ofpar-
ticipation in local politics. .
Citizen groups are a relatively
recent phenomenon which have
provided the foundation for the
present reform movements com-
mon to most local level political
scenes. For many people the term
"citizen group" conjures up an
image of a broadly based coalition
of citizens who are protecting their
interests from autocratic councils.
Unfortunately the ideal of citizen
groups representing broad and di-
verse interests has not evolved.
The result is an overt discrepancy
between the idea and the reality of
citizen groups acting as a structure
which provides participation for
community wide interests.
The discrepency between the
idea and reality is evident when the
composition of citizen groups is
examined. Citizen groups as-
sociated with local politics are
largely the creation of the middle
rlass component of society. This
dominance ofmiddle class interests
has been carried over to the overall
composition of citizen groups, re-
sulting in the situation whereby
citizen groupactivity has been and
still is the preserve of the middle
class.
The monopolistic position en-
joyed by the middle class was
clearly illustrated during the recent
meeting between Mr. Howard
Smith, the planner in charge of the
study concerning the future of the
central residential district ofWater-
loo, and the citizens of Waterloo,
the majority of whom were in-
volved with the Downtown Resi-
dents Association.
Rather than being representative
ofthe whole community, the major-
ity of citizens present could be
classified as middle aged, middle
class property owners. Although it
must be admitted that Waterloo is
predominantly a middle class
community, the dominance of the
previously characterized groups
has important implications on the
process of citizen group activity.
The dominance of middle class
property interests means that other
interests such as the working class,
the- aged and the young are under-
represented in citizen groups. This
situation is not unique to Waterloo
though, as these characteristics of
citizen activity are applicable to
almost any community.
There are two basic reasons for
the pre-eminent position of the
middle class. It is a substantiated
fact that the middle clasj, .middle
aged property owners are the most
active group in all facets ofmunici-
pal-politics, thus it is only logical
they will be the most active in citi-
zen groups. The second reason is
the lingering effectofthepast when
only property owners were given
the privilege of voting in municipal
elections, primarily because the
major source ofrevenue for munic-
ipal governments was and is prop-
erty tax. Although universal suf-
frage has been incorporated into
municipal politics, the participants
still reflect the bias of the past.
Given these characterists of citi-
zen group composition, definite
observations result. Some ofthese
observations have great signifi-
cance in relation to the planning
study ofthe central residential area
of Waterloo.
Mr. Smith, the chiefplanner, has
expressed a desire to involve as
many citizens as possible in the
planning process in order that the
final recommendations of the plan
reflect the priorities and attitudes
ofthe citizens. Assuming that Mr.
Smith's motives are altruistic, it
should be possible for the citizens
to influence the future of the resi-
dential area of Waterloo.
However due to the dominance
ofcertain interests in citizen group
activity, will the desire for "citizen
input" be representative of the
community at large, or will it only
represent homeowners who have
the time and interest to be involved
in citizen activity? As the situation
exists now, the latter will prevail.
Therefore the planners recommen-
dations will reflect the interests of
only a
munity and the citizen groups will
have failed to provide an adequate
avenue for community wide par-
ticipation.
The recommendations of the
study will be influential in deter-
mining the nature of housing in the
areas near the university. Because
the subject of housing is the prim-
ary concern of many students it is
obvious that university students
should have some input into the
study in order to promote their
needs. But most students are only
temporary residents and they lack
the permanence and community
involvement of middle class
homeowners, as a result students
remain uninvolved. The lack of
student representation at the
planners/residents meeting was
quite obvious, the few students
who were present were planning
students from UW.
Possibly the students Adminis-
trative councils ofboth universities
should send representatives to fu-
ture meetings between the resi-
dents and planners in order to in-
sure that the future housing needs *of students are recognized in the
study. The dilemma oflack of stu-
dent participation vividly illus-
trates the inequity present in par-
ticipation through citizen groups.
Citizen groups cannot be directly
blamed for the lack of input by
other segments of society because
most citizen groups open
membership. Citizen groups have
minimal budgetsand therefore they
are limited in publicizing their ac-
tivities. The result is that members
are usually recruited by personal
~"cofTfatt 'vrtiiGh just reinforces the
middle class dominaTlS**-:- ..
If I the citizen groups
some financial support from one of
the levels of government perhaps
they could broaden their member- ,
ship base and get more citizens in- i
volved. This increased financial
support might also serve as a
stimulus for the creation of other
citizen groups which would
broaden the classes of people in-
volved. As citizen groups are im-
portant structures in the local polit-
ical process they are deserving of
financial support, especially inlight
of some of the grants given out by
LIP and OFY.
But until citizen groups expand
the basis of their membership the
concept ofcitizen input willremain
restricted and the influence of citi-
zen groups should be monitored
accordingly.
As long as the majority of citi-
zens remain uninvolved in local
politics the shadow between the
idea and the reality of citizen
■groups will remain. Whether the
shadow lengthens ordissipates will
be indicative of the future success
of citizen groups in expanding their
scopein orderto create an effective
community participation structure.
The high cost of Confederation
by Bart Burness
On November 13, 1974, a press
release announced the formation of
the Independent Alberta Associa-
tion, a fact-finding, non-political
organization with the two objec-
tives of having the rules ofConfed-
eration renegotiated and protecting
free enterprise.
Meanwhile, Ontario sleeps.
A syndicated columnist writesan
article on the lAA for a Victoria
paper, praising its very existence.
Within four days, the writer re-
ceives seventy-nine phone calls
and letters, of which only two op-
pose some form of secession of
British Columbia.
Meanwhile, Ontario sleeps.
Alberta is The first to separate
from Canada. Ontario awakens!
Fiction, you say? Not entirely.
Thisnew organization with John C.
Rudolph as President represents
the views of many Albertans, who
feel that Ontario has treated them
like a colony. Furthermore, they
feel that they are sponsoring Cen-
tral Canada, which is more heavily
populated and therefore better rep-
resented politically than are the
Prairie provinces. Thus Professor
Blackman, an Associate Professor
of Economics at the University of
Calgary, has calculated the costs of
the people of Alberta to stay in
Confederation.
Ona simulation model projecting
three basic industries: chemical
manufacturing, agricultural pro-
ducts processing and mineral pro-
ducts processing to grow freely
under existing conditions, he esti-
mates that the costin 1972was $1.3
billion for the province, rising to
$4.5 billion by 1981. In per capita
figures this amounts to $850per Al-
bertan in 1972 rising to $2,000 in
lost income by 1981. The gross
product would increase by 16.1%in
1972 (the first hypothetical year of
independence) to an incredible
42.9% in the tenth year.
By dropping their provincial
status, Alberta could increase the
Gross Domestic Product 2.4 times
faster. For the individual, this
could mean a down payment on a
house, extra cash for that long-
awaited holiday that he could now
afford or an opportunity to change
his whole way of life.
Measured in petrodollars alone,
the savings for each man, woman
and child would be an additional
$2,500. Is the price of Confedera-
tion too high?
Canadian nationalists are more
concerned about exploitation from
our southern neighbour. But peo-
ple from the Prairies have a greater
resentment towards Ontarians than
they do Americans. When the fed-
eral government talks about
"Canada" or "Canadians," the
West sees this as referring primar-
ily to Central Canada (Ontario and
Quebec). It is true that these two
provinces are the only ones that
have any clout in Ottawa, since
their combined strength represents
well over 50%-of the seats in the
House of Commons.
Not until the Mineral Transfer
Act of 1930 did the West achieve
"equality with the other provinces
in Confederation." In the last fed-
eral election 49% of Central
Canada voted Liberal and 29%
Progressive Conservative. Al-
though Western Canada voted al-
most exactly the opposite, it
amounted only to a protest vote.
This is especially true because
Quebec tends to throw most ofits
federal seats to the party that will
form the next government (ifall the
seats given to the Liberals in the
East inthe last three elections were
switched to the PC's we would
have had the Conservatives in
power during this period instead of
the Liberals.'
President John Rudolph has
stated that he would not like to see
Alberta separate from the rest of
Canada if the provinces position
could be improved by negotiation.
But history has indicated that talk
just doesn't work for the West.
A common human flaw is to mis-
understand the nature of things
elsewhere. We think ofAlberta as a
"fat cat" province, yet according
to 1971 figures the per capita in-
come for Alberta is exactly equal to
the Canadian average.
Now someone might point to the
recent oil crisis/but in reality the
Syncrude project is a very dismal
affair. Shell Canada has spent $40
million onresearch in trying to find
out how to get oil out of the
Athabaska tar sands using the most
efficient techniques available.
They have come up with nothing.
Trudeau has announced a decision
to spend $40 million of the tax-
payers money on more research,
because it is the only sure source of
energy self-sufficiency that the
country now has. Mind you, with
present techniques oil companies
can only squeeze 10%ofthe oil out
ofthe groundthat exists inconven-
tional oil wells (meaning ones not
bogged by sand but by hard layers
of rock). Whether the oil well in
Alberta can be developed at a cost
Canadians are willing to pay for, is
a matter of current and future de-
bate.
As for the value of Albertan oil
currently (and for that matter the
other Prairie provinces producing
oil), the export tax and price freeze
that existed in 1974 allowed the
-government to absorb an astonish-
ing 60%! Mr. Turner (that ambiti-
ous man who plans to be Canada's
next Prime Minister, courtesy of
Central Canada) has said that the
federal government is taking only
about 11%. This is a "big lie", be-
cause this percentage excludes the
oil export tax itself. The Finance
Minister has suggested to the pro-
vinces, that they have no say with
respect to oil taxation. The western
provinces think otherwise.
They already pay subsidies to
the rest ofCanada. To name a few,
the two-price wheat system andthe
feed grains policy, federal support
programmes like DREEand the un-
employment insurance system
(Alberta has been tradition-
ally a low unemployment pro-
vince). Ofcourse, one need not go
into the freight rates, a common
grievance since Confederation.
But now they are being asked to
pay toohigh a price. The export tax
and price freeze on 1.75 million
barrels per day of Western crude is
almost equal to the 1974-75provin-
cial budgets of Alberta, Saskatch-
ewan and Manitoba combined! It is
an energy "crisis" from an entirely
different perspective. It is ac-
celerating western anger, which
explains inpart why the CCF came
from the West rather thanfrom the
rest ofCanada and whyexperimen-
tation with alternative electoral
systems have been tried only in the
West.
There are non-monetary reasons
for a province like Alberta to stay
within Confederation but, unlike
Quebec, separation is not only
economically feasible, but profita-
ble. For $850 a year and upward, is
the price of Confederation for Al-
berta too high? Canadian
nationalists should turn their an-
tennas from the presently fixed
southern position, to the West. It is
where the real danger lies.
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Maintenance
Holmes explains his side of the story
by Chris Liedtke
If you read the Cord with any
kind of regularity, you will know
that the maintenance department is
a frequent topic of discussion.
Now, more than ever, students
should be concerned about this
facet of the university, since it has
been suggested during the "Great
Referendum for a Twenty-Dollar
Increase" (or, "The Great SUB
Expansion Discussion") that SAC
is considering the possibility ofhir-
ing an outside cleaning service.
The Maintenance Department is
a part of our everyday lives, since
these are the people who clean up
after the general garbage and mess
etc. that we a.s students create.
This department is headed by Mai
Holmes, and his staff numbers 76
full-time people, including the 23
people on night shift who most stu-
dents never see.
These people are cleaning staff,
ground crews, and mechanical
maintenance personnel who look
after all repairs. They are responsi-
ble for cleaning and maintaining the
672,000 square feet of the Univer-
sity. These men and women are un-
ionized, and have just finished
negotiating over a two-year con-
tract. In their wages is included a
calculated 9.5% for fringe benefits.
Holmes says his job is interest-
ing, with "never a dull moment."
One look will tell you why—he
constantly runs up against prob-
lems.
Thefts and damages cause the
maintenance department and the
university a lot of headaches and
financial loss. Holmes says dam-
ages range from smashed toilet
paper holders to sinks being torn
off the walls, and, in the resi-
dences, damaged furniture is a
usual problem. "Weknow that the
iurtiiissfc isfeC"-;"3 "'o«T>~down" he
said, but the broken pieces are
taken care of first. "The amount
broken is astronomical." Most of
the damages happen in the men's
residences, and it's "almost im-
possible to keep up with them."
Holmes believes that a lot of this
happens due to outsiders
—students who do not live in the
residences.
The women seem to be less
rough on their furniture, which is
showing wear but not much tear.
Holmes says his departmentis con-
tinually,sending out furnitureTo be
reupholstered. This is, needless to
say, costly and time-consuming. A
load of furniture was sent out on
Dec. 1974 and came back just last
week.
"Waiting for parts is also a prob-
lem," said the maintenance head.
A good example of this would be
the muchpublicized incident in one
of the women's residences where
the bathroomtiles wire falling from
the walls. The repair job was con-
tracted to Hill & Glasser and the
date ofthe orderwas Oct. 7/74. The
job description was "Labour and
materials to retile the walls in the
bathtub area in Clara Conrad Hall,
first floor, 'C wing."
The maintenance office had to
keep calling the company, which
claimed that they were having a
tough time tracking down the
peculiar odd-ball size tile needed
for the job. After much ado, the job
was finally completed last week,
Jan. 30.
Whenasked whether or not there
was a specific procedure in inform-
ing the maintenance department
about somethingin., of repair,
he said to phone the maintenance
office, explain the problem, and a
work order will be made out.
There are four copies made to
keep track ofthe order. Ifthe dam-
age should occur in rer-*'' *?c; the
Head Resident should notify the
Hcaii Housekeeper who inturn will
phone in the problem to the de-
partment office where the work
order will be issued.
Holmes, like any other person in
today's society, has to deal with the
epidemic proportions of rising
costs. A good example here would
be the price ofplastic garbage bags.
A year ago last September 1000
bags sold for 53 dollars. The last
shipment the maintenance ordered
cost 157 dollars per 1000. Since
then the price hasfluctuated as high
as 190 dollars per 1000 and down
again to 170 dollars.
Salt and sand prices have risen
too. The university uses 60-70 tons
of salt for its water softeners and
something in the neighbourhood of
40 tons of sand is used on the park-
ing lots during the course of one
winter. Snow removal is done by
K-W Paving, an outside company.
Since the winter weather makes
maintenance's job all the more dif-
ficult, and more noticeable, there
has been some concern with the
stairs in the SUB. Mud and slush
gets trudged up the stairs, making it
a prime location for the breaking of
backs and necks.
Holmes explained that there is
one man assigned to the building,
but Mark Fletcher, VP Finance,
SAC, claims that there is another
man on at night, so that makes two
full-time people for the building.
When asked why there are no mats
at the foot of the stairs, Holmes
replied that there were some, but
they have been repeatedly stolen.
At $1.65 per square foot this gets
expensive; a loss which mainten-
cance cannot continue experienc-
ing. Since the installation of vend-
ing machines, there have been a
considerable number of wrappers,
paper cups, etc. littered on the
stairs. Holmes claims that there
should befour or five gs»»+»o<w. c?ns
at tne foot of the stairs, but that
they have been moved under the
stairwell. (Now they are not even
there!) Who did it and why it was
done is a mystery.
Asidefromrepair and price prob-
lems, there never seems to be
enough money in the budget. One
ofthe common areas in need of im-
provement is the entranceway to
driveways.
This has been brought to the at-
tention of the maintenance office,
and a lack of money has prevented
it from being improved over the
past 4 years. However, it was again
included in this year's budget and
has not, as yet, been scrapped. The
entranceways of Mid-Campus
Drive and the road offthe Women's
Residence are supposed to be
widened at an estimated cost of
$551 each. Hopefully we will see
this happen this summer.
In regard again to the mainte-
nance of the SUB, Holmes stated
that "the pub is what's costing
them so much." He explained-that
usually three men are needed to
clean up the day after a pub. Aside
from the garbage to be cleaned up,
floors have to be cleaned and
waxed.
Fletcher agrees that SAC is pay-
ing extra for the pub clean-up, but
the money comes right out of the
SAC operating budget. The clean-
up is charged against the Turret,
and is paid out of its profits.
Holmes said that as far as he's con-
cerned, the SUB is*a "pain." He
doesn't seem to mind the idea of
SAC trying an outside cleaning
company. "I would strongly re-
commend they take iton a trial
run for 2-3 months and learn what
it's all about." He feels that an out-
side service is still out to make a
profit no matter how low their
quoted prices are.
Mark Fletcher, after contacting
two cleaning companies (Circle
Sales and Crown janitorial Ser-
vices) by phone, feels that they
would provide the same type of
service the universityoffers, that of
cleaning floors, polishing, cleaning
windows, and so on.
If an outside cleaning company
were employed, it would probably
provide its services nightly, seven
nights a week.
The projected budget for the
SUB takes the following shape for
the next year:
Heat, light, and power, repairs
and renewals, and insurance are all
fixed expenses, said Fletcher. Any
cutting down of costs, then, is left
in the figures for maintenance and
supplies, which total a sum of
25,500 dollars. If one divides the
SUB floor space (27,035 square
feet) into the estimated cost of
cleaning the building next year
($25,500) the result is a cost of .94
cents per square foot (calculated
for a period of one year.) Fletcher
believes that an outside cleaning
service would bring in its own sup-
plies, and at the quoted prices of .55
cents per square foot and .65 cents
per square foot, the costs of clean-
ing the building would be
$14,869.25 and $17,572.75 respec-
tively. Even calculated without the
projected supplies figure, the cost
of the university cleaning service
exceeds the outside service costs.
Fletcher feels it is his job to cut
costs wherever he can, and that is,
as he pointed out, in very few
places. "Costs are going up due to
the age ofthe building. Repairs, re-
newals, heat, light, and power are
climbing every year. Next Jan.
1976, we will be paying a higher
interest rate on our mortgage. Bas-
ically the only variable cost I have"
to work with is maintenance."
The remainder of this article will
appear in next week's Cord.
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maintenance wages
& benefits
tieat, light and power
supplies
repairs, renewals
insurance
$22,40
9,70
3,10
1,50
33
$37,03
M LOUDSPEAKER SYMPOSIUM
"How to buy a loudspeaker"
Factory trained representative
Thursday, Feb. 6 7:30 p.m. 0n nanC*Friday, Feb. 7 7:30 p.m.
Phone For Reservations 1144 Courtland
Kechnie's Place
Sound Symposium 576-7250
CLOSED MONDAYS
Beaver Boogie
Three of the best from Canada and the world
by Mark Everard
Make no mistake about it: the
Canadian music industry is thriv-
ing. Canadian artists are producing
all sorts of good stuff lately, and
this week's column is devoted to
reviewing some of theirnewest re-
leases. And justas surely asthere is
quality in Canadian music, there is
diversity. This amazing diversity is
brought out by this week's records,
which range from the progressive
rock sound ofSpiritofChristmas to
the softer sound ofFoot in Coldwa-
ter. To appreciate some of this
wealth of talent, remember that
reading about it is understanding,
but listening is enjoying.
The Guess Who have for years
been Canada's leader in rock
music. Each new album they come
up with must meet the expectations
raised by previous efforts. Their
new one, Flavours, meets that chal-
lenge, and is, quite simply, super
music. Present in it is all ofwhat we
have come to expect from the
Guess Who: strong vocals, good
tunes and tough lyrics. But to this is
added, for the first time, the guitar
playing and song-writingabilities of
Domenic Troiano. Troiano is said
to be the finest guitarist in Canada,
and comes to the Guess Who by
way of the James Gang, Bush and
Mandala. His approach is tougher,
chunkier and more emotional than
either Kurt Winter or Don
McDougall, the guitarists he re-
places.
The songs on this album are all
listed as being co-written by Burton
Cummings and Troiano, but each is
heavily influenced by either one or
the other. A good indication ofthis
are the two last tracks on the album,
"Loves Me Like a Brother", and
"Long Gone". The former is
dominatedby the piano, vocals and
pretty music of Cummings, while
the latter features Troiano's ex-
tended guitar work and tough
lyrics. The album thus achieves a
diversity that is an indication not of
a band unsure of its directions, but
of one that is fully versatile.
Also, the album represents
another step by the band away from
purely commercial music. One
single, "Dancin Fool", has been
taken from the album, but I cannot
see another anywhere.
Above all, this album is disting-
uished by its fine message
songs. The best two cuts on it fit
into this category. "Diggin Your-
self" strikes out against Cum-
mings' favourite target, politicians,
inparticular, and conceited people,
in general. "Dirty" runs the whole
gamut from unprincipled hustlers
toprostitutes, ofthe music industry
and otherwise. Both feature some
tough, yet emotional guitar work.
Flavours introduces a new di-
mension of the Guess Who that is
bound to improve the prestige and
influence of this, the most talented,
ofCanadian bands. It'sabout time.
The Spirit of Christmas is a
five-man band originally from
Oshawa, and now operating out of
Toronto. As withall new bands, we
look for comparisons for this one,
and the closest we can come is a
spaced-out Chilliwack, oran Emer-
son, Lake and Palmer without the
omnipresence of Keith Emmer-
son's keyboards. Theirfirst album,
The Spirit of Christmas, puts them
in the forefront of Canadian prog-
ressive rock. The album is a consis-
tently pleasing mixture ofdifferent
sounds, all drawn together by one
style, and, above all, by heady
lyrics. It consists of six cuts, all
originals, of varying length and
theme.
Bridge: the Simple Squeeze
by Cameron French
South, in an agressive mood,
landed with this optimistic con-
tract. West led the KS. How would
you plan the play? Even ifall the
hands are shown the contract-ap-
pears unmakeable. South bids op-
timistically because he plays well;
and he starts by ducking the first
trick. The first spade is taken with
the dummy's ace, a club is led to
the ace and the king of clubs is
played. Now a small club is ruffed
in the dummy with the 10ofhearts.
South plays four rounds of trump
and West can go home. He is
squeezed in the minor suits; if he
throws a diamond South has four
diamond tricks, 4 heart tricks, one
spade, 2 clubs and aclub ruff. If he
throws the club, South has a third
club trick instead of his fourth
diamond trick.
The trap of the hand is to, as-
sume the diamonds will divide
evenly. If South does not let West
win the first trick the contract is
unmakeable. Try and see for your-
self.
Answer to question number
2—Pass—One expert opened this
hand one spade. When his partner
jumped to three hearts he was up
the creek. He landed in an unmake-
able 6 H contract. The reason for
not opening this hand is you have
no rebid at all.
Question number 3—What do
you bid after your partner has
opened the bidding INT(I6-18)?
Holding:
S 1097632 H 82 D 972 C 73.
The strong, clear vocals of
Robert Bryden are highlighted on
the album's first cut, "Wrong
Roads", a faster,more commercial
song, somewhat reminiscent ofthe
Byrds. Another outstanding cut is
"Voice in the Wilderness", which
features some fine piano and ac-
coustic guitar work. The band re-
ally excells when Tyler Raizenne
and Robert Bulger take over on
electric guitar. The two combine
for a duo on "A War Story", a
piece which manages to make
pleasingly logical transitions from
several different moods. It is dif-
ficult to select the best cut from an
lp ofthis much diversity, but "The
Factory" is my choice. It is z
longer number that brings togethei
all ofthe strong points of this band
The Spirit of Christmas is a band 1
hope to hear more of.
A Foot in Coldwater is a five
mangroup workingout ofToronto
Their most recent album, "Al
Around Us", a collection of theii
best previous songs and some nev
material, is a pleasing combinatioi
of soft, medium and hard rock
Fine instrumentation prevail;
throught, coming to the fore on cuts
like "It's OnlyLove". The group i:
dominated by Alex Machin's pow
erful vocals and Bob Home's soar
ingorgan, which are especiallypre
sent on the two fine singles on th<
lp, "In My Life" and "Anythinj
You Want". At their best whei
Hughie Leggat takes over on ac
coustic guitar, they shine on slowei
pieces like "Love Is Coming.'
Faults are their heavier material
which is a bit derivative, and thei
lyrics, which lack breadth of sub
ject. Nonetheless, this albun
showcases what must be one ofth<
most talented bands anywhere
and, as such, deserves to do well.
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DELICIOUSES]
SMORGASBORD S
Served Daily 5 to 7:30 p.m.
All you can eat!
including roast beef, cabbage rolls, and
bar-b-qued ribs plus trimmings
299
KING ST. N.
1 (atBridgeport Rd.)
TQVFDII 578-70l0orvIHILITII 576-8298 iVJIHI
r_————n
■ /this coupon good for\ i
LARGE ||
SUPER I
PIZZA |
Special Price 4,49
This Weekend Only (Feb. 7-9)
103 King St. North |
885-6060
tLittle Caesars: Pfaalreat l|■■■I ONE COUPON PER PIZZA WMMMtM
i TAKE OUT & DELIVERY •• 6 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU - CATERING SERVICES AVAILABLE •• 676 KING ST. W. 2157 KINGSWAY DRIVE 233 REGINA NORTH •• KITCHENER at FOURTH AVENUE. WATERLOO •• T«l. 5791500 T«l: 745-2781 Tal; 745-3*61 *
50 WESTMOUNT RD. N. 652 KING ST. E., 17 QUEEN ST. WEST •Z WATERLOO AT PANDORA HESPELER J
• Tel: 742-2741 T*l: 74WM1 T,l: **>-5474 •• I I Deliveries begin at 6:00 p.m. •
\ • •••••• • ••••••••••••••
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An engagement investment in BRILLIANCE
Popping that all important question ...
leads to her all important diamond. Our staff
of experts is ready to help you find the
/ right diamond at the right price. Wisely you'll
choose the finest engagement diamond ... a
dazzling investment that brings huge dividends ...
"happiness" for all her tomorrows.
ISSfiKiUU 3° k|ng w■ ■ KITCHENER
"THE BEST COMEDY OF ITS KIND
SINCE 'SLEEPER' " crist-n.y. magazine
Ipaul wllliamsßlWl^M
2 shows nightly
I Wi U 11MAT#EAsfe15NPM2PM
TIM'S SPORT
SHOP
Lower Mall, Waterloo Sq.
Waterloo, 578-5810
Hockey-Tennis-Squash
and all your Fitness Needs
Sport Shoes, Track Suits.
Quality Sports
Equipment.
Open 10-6 Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat.
10-9 Thurs. & Fri.
Clip This For
10% Discount on any purchase
over $5.00 at
TIM'S SPORT SHOP
■ ? y?BJk * jLI^P-s". lit J' Mmm■-:*S3^^BKj|-■■■■- ' I*%ML' -: ■ 'jdll %%JhH|
■K. bbbk KV|v a h<
WSfl BBHr wjff M flfl It
Ms Jbßf ■BnSw'fl bb IbTIbp* bb hpbt.
BB -:'JH ■v' v"~" ' By -, *»
Something fo"cheers"abouf:
Now the glorious beer of Copenhagen is brewed right here in Canada.
It comes to you fresh from the brewery. So it tastes even better than ever.
And Carlsberg is sold at regular prices.
„ So let's hear it, Carlsberg lovers. "One, two, three .. . Cheers!"
ONTARIO - QUEBEC
EXCHANGE FELLOWSHIPS
Seven fellowships, each with a value of $7,500, are available to Ontario
graduate students who wish to undertake full-time doctoral or post-doctoral
studies at a university in Quebec.
Students should be permanent residents of Ontario and must be entering their
first year of a program leading to a Ph.D or the first year of a program in
post-doctoral studies.
Applications and detailed information are available from the Office of
Graduate Studies of your university or from:
Ontario-Quebec Exchange Fellowship Program
Student Awards Branch
Ministry of Colleges and Universities
Mowat Block, Bth Floor
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario M7A IC6
Telephone (416) 965-5241
The deadline for applications is Feb. 15, 1975.
Apply Now!
Concerts
Strawbs demonstrate versatility, talent
by John Carpenter
Oneofthe major activities ofthis
year's winter carnival was a con-
cert by theband known as Strawbs.
They played two shows here at the
TA and were proceeded in both
shows by another English group,
Man. The audiences for each show
were disappointingly small and
there appeared to be very little in-
dication of attendance by,WLU
students. The second show may
have appeared larger but only be-
cause no one was allowed to sit up
in the bleachers, in order to give
any important spectators the idea
that the show as a sellout success.
At about ten minutes befor seven
o'clock, Man began the first set
with an incredibly dull, loud and
repitious "heavy-metal" style.
There was always the possibility
that the small amount of exposure
these musicians had received
would cause them to be rather un-
comfortable and affect their per-
formance. When they led off the
first show this theory was shat-
tered, because they only got louder
and their faults became more ap-
parent.
After very little delay David
Cousins led the Strawbs onstage
and they started into "Round and
Round", a song from their Hero
and Heroinealbum. They seemed a
bit rusty and hurried through this
song and others before finally settl-
ing into a more secure-and powerful
stage presence. In orderto promote
a new album, Ghosts, they played a
couple of yet unreleased songs, one
being particularly notable, and en-
titled, "Lemon Pie".
The best performance of the en-
tire evening was a rendition of
'Hero and Heroine", followed by
a solo by drummer Rod Coombes
on an instrument invented specifi-
cally for his use by a nineteen year
old English child prodigy. This new
instrument is known as a "drum
synthesizer" and is constructed
primarily through the use of actual
telephone earpieces mounted in the
drum itself. For this solo, John
Hawken started with a loud thun-
der storm drone on his keyboard
synthesizer while Coombes simply
drummed a specific beat. Then he
started his own flashes of "noise"
on his synthesizer and Hawken
stepped back while the thunder
roared.
It's a nice change to see someone
actually do something creative with
a drum solo rather than using the
old Ginger Baker approach; I used
to look for somewhere to sleep at
the sign of the nearest solo of this
type, but after this and the five man
effort put on by Gentle Giant last
week it seems worthwhile to stay
awake and see what happens.
Strawbs are a very versatile band
whoare comfortable in any modern
form of music and even at times
with the occasional classical bit.
They have had a great deal oftrou-
ble in the last few years with the
acquisition and maintenance ofthe
right personnel. It seems that the
leader, Dave Cousins, has a reputa-
tion for being an eccentric in re-
spect to both personality and musi-
cal tastes and this may be one ofthe
reasons that he was the only origi-
nal Strawbto play here on Saturday
night.
Many famous musicians have
workedtheir way throughthis band
in theiroriginal development. Rick
Wakeman, probably the most not-
able of the former members was
rumoured to be returning to the
band during the summer, but like
many othersuch stories therumour
proved to be untrue and was denied
by everyone whom we talked to.
Hudson and Ford, who have just
released two new albums for A&M
are also former Strawbs. Presently
the band includes: John Hawken on
keyboards, who is known for his
work with Spooky Tooth and Re-
naissance; Rod Coombes formerly
of Stealers Wheel, on drums; Chas.
Cronk on bass who spent time with
Rick Wakeman, especially on the
Six Wives of Henry the Eighth;
Dave Lambert, lead guitarist who
also worked with Wakeman; and
Dave Cousins, the band leader and
major composer.
This combination of personnel
allows for a pleasant mixture of
folk, hard rock and classical music.
Cousins varies from interests in
eitherclassical music or his original
folk roots. The others, especially
Lambert, come from a background
ofmore electronic music and so the
resultant sound becomes very uni-
quely Strawbs, without demanding
a total assimilation ofeach musical
form. Their upcoming album,
Ghosts, is said to be a great coming
together of all of these different
forms, but this reviewer greets the
concept with, a great deal of ap-
prehension. Like the world's great
races, music should not be assimi-
lated into one large mass of
mediocrity, but rather, should be
combined very subtly, so that each
element should not lose the charac-
teristics that make it desirable in
the first place. One gets the feeling
from talking to the band that this
may not be the case in the future
and this suggests that both their
creativity, and any enjoyment of
what is presently good music, will
suffer.
Following the show I was able to
speak with Dave Lambert, Rod
Coombes and John Hawken. Due
to a limitation on space, however,
we are not able to run the interview
in it's entirety, so the following is a
condensation of it with regard to
certain topics.
Many of the great English and
European bands spent their early
years of musical development in
the city of Hamburg, Germany.
John Hawken was one of these
people and he speaks very fondly of
these experiences: "That was the
place where you used to go. That
was where you found your feet.
You either came back in pieces or
you came backas agreat band. You
played all night long and you got
five minutes of every hour so you
justhad time to buy yourselfa coke
which was all you couldafford, you
only got thirty dollars a week."
The discussion with Dave Lam-
bert got to the topic ofRick Wake-
man. The question asked was: will
he come back to the Strawbs,
where is he going musically, and
what is your impression of him as a
musician?'' I think that rumourwas
startedby hopeful Strawbs fans or
Rick Wakeman fans but it's not
true .. .1 used to play with Rick and
at one time we were going to start a
band together...I think he is a bril-
liant interpreter, but not a very
good or inspired song writer. I
think he needs more
material.. .Rick seems to be mov-
ing in the direction of what one
would call total show business."
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Rod Coombes, Dave Cousins, Dave Lambert, and Chas. Cronk. Fou
fifths of the Strawbs performing at WLU.
John Hawken discussing his life
as musician and as a Strawb.
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Classic Comments
WLU Seminary installs new organ
Andrew A. Wedman
At long last the new organ is
completely installed and finished in
the seminary chapel. While it isnot
extremely large owing to the size of
the chapel and the small size ofthe
music budget, it still boasts the ex-
cellent acoustics ofthe chapel and
the good design of the organ. It
should be one of the finest instru-
ments of its type in the area.
The instrument has tracker ac-
tion; meaning there is a direct
mechanical linkage between the
key and the valve or pallet at the
base of the pipe which allows air
coming from the stabilizing reser-
voirs and blower to make the pipe
speak. Such an action is quicker
and more responsive than any
other type ofaction including elec-
tric action. It also allows lower
wind pressures to be used, enabling
the pipes to sound their finest.
Tonally, the organ is classical
North German indesign having two
manuals and pedal. Each divisionis
enclosed in its separate casework.
No swell shutters are used, as such
were not developed until the
nineteenth century.
The main division, the Haupt-
werk (headwork), in English or-
gans, is usually called the Great. It
contains a Hohlflote (concave
flute) at normal 8' pitch. The Prin-
zapal 4' sounding one octaveabove
the 8' is the rank or row of facade
pipes. The principal chorus
(Diapason Chorus) is the combina-
tion ofpipes which gives the organ
it's characteristic tone. The Mix-
ture IV makes up part ofthe princi-
pal chorus which emphasizes the
upper harmonics, usually the odd
numbered ones. The Waldflote 2'
translated as wood flute, in this
case made ofmetal sounds one oc-
tave above the 4.
The Brustwerk, translated as
breastwork, because of it's posi-
tion in the organ consists ofGedakt
8' (another flute); Rohrflote 4'
(cane flute); Prinzipal 2' Quinte 1
1/3', speaking a fifth above the 2',
and finally the Regal B', a brilliant
piercing reed for use as a solo stop
or in the principal chorus. The
Regal has been in use since Renais-
sance times.
The pedal division, sittingon the
left of the organ contains a power-
ful reed, the Trompette B', the Oc-
tave 4' a principal stop, the large
facade pipes, the Prinzipal 8' and
the spotted metal Subbass 16', the
large pipes behind the principal,
sounding one octave below normal
pitch.
Devices coupling each manual to
the pedal and the Brustwerk to the
Hauptwerk are utilized to enable all
the pipes foragiven key to sound at
one time.
This is the 3247th organ built by
Casavant Freres, Canada's largest
organ builder, and specialists in
trackeraction. The dedicatoryreci-
tal will be given by Barrie Cabena,
Sun. February 9 at 3:30 p.m.
Honegar's king David, the first
serious attempt at 20th century
oratorio. "King David" willbe per-
formed by the K-W philarmonic
choir and symphony February 7 at
8:00 p.m. at the Waterloo Penti-
costal Tabernacle 395 King St. N.
Waterloo. Howard Dyck professor
of conducting at W.L.U. is con-
ducting.
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The completed assembly in the WLU seminary.
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This space is reserved for in- Ronald lectures on the annual
formation on future events re- seal hunt in Life and Death of a
levant to the WLU campus. Seal. Rm. 2CB, 7:30 pm, admis-
Submissions are invited and can sion free.
be left in the "To Be" mailbox, —Treasures of the Past, lecture
in the Board ofPublications of- on the excavation ofthe ancient
fice, before 10 am Mondays. world's three most famous sites,
7:30 pm in the Athletic Corn-
Thursday, Feb. 6th plex, admission free.
—SAC concertgivenby Murray —The Care and Feeding of
McLauchlan, 8:30 pm in the Computers, lecture by Dr. Hart
TA, admission $3 for students. Bezner on basic computer con-
—Couples Enrichment, 9-11 cepts, 7:30 pm in the Athletic
pm, Ist floor lounge, Leupold Complex, admission free.
Graduate Residence.
—Ski-Club Meeting to discuss a Wednesday, Feb. 12th
trip for reading week. In the —WLU Hockey. Golden
Athletic Complex. Hawks vs. Ryerson Rams, 8
pm, Kitchener Auditorium.
Friday, Feb. 7th —WLU Student's International
—OHA Major Jr. A Hockey. Meditation Society presents an
Kitchener Rangers vs. Toronto introductory lecture on the
Marlboros, 8 pm, Kitchener principles and practice of
Auditorium. Transcendental Meditation. 8
pm in portable 9.
Tuesday, Feb. 11th —Interdenominational Fellow-
—SAC films. Emigrants, in rm. ship Meeting, a Mennonite Cen-
-IEI at 7:30 and 10:00 pm, ad- tral Committee presentation of
mission $1. the Structure of the Church. 8
—WLU Biology Department pm, Faculty Lounge, Eng. 3,
Lecture Series, Dr. Keith Rm. 1101, UW.
SCOREBOARD
' Okay sports fans, most of you know who Bob Seagren is. Maybe
Kyle Rote Jr. too. But Mary Jo Peppier? Laura Ching? Don't be em-
barassed, I didn't either until last Sunday.
Ever since the pigskin playoffs concluded, I've been frantically
searching for a Sunday afternoon mid-season replacement. Hockey's
fine, but this season it's been moved to a supper spoiler time slot.
Basketball is all right, as long as the top teams are playing, butI can't
honestly say I waitfor Hot Rod Hundley with bated breath. Ican't react
toCurtGowdy'scallofthewild in American Sportsman, and without a
centrefold, Howard Cosell's Sports Magazine is a bit of a dud. Jeepers,
I wasready to wave the whiteflag a couple ofweeks back. Then, when
perusing theTV guide in the patented last chance desperation attempt,
I noticed it. It was back for another season. Allll riiight. Superstars!
Buuuuh dun-dun, Baaaah dun-dun, Baaaah dun-dun, Baaaaaah
dun-dun Baaah dun-dun . ..
Twoyears ago, ABC television sports devised a uniquecompetition
pitting the top athletes from varioussports in head toheadcombat with
each other, in different events, with one winner emerging victorious
(in both reputation and pocketbook). Groups of athletes would go
against each other in their own sports to see which ones would
represent that sport. Then these toptwo or three from each sportwou Id
venture down to Rotondo, Florida to vie for top honours, that being
"Superstar" of superstars.
Up until this year thecompetition was strictly for male athletes. This
year, however, females had a competition too, and their "Superstar"
was crowned last Sunday.
The idea of the competition is to pick a certain number of events to
compete in. The athletes are notallowed tocompete in their specialty,
which is only fair. The champion and finalists in each event receive
points and the person with the most points at the end of the competi-
tion becomes "Superstar" and also becomes rich.
When these competitions first started2 yearsago, it was thought that
football players and associated musclemen would easily walk away
with thehonours. This theory has been proven wrongtwiceby Messrs.
Seagren and Rote.
What has become evident is that the athletes who are training and
competing on a year round basis (i.e. track and field) and those who
stand to gain the most financially (Rote made $4500 a year playing
soccer) are performing the best. In such events as rowing, obstacle
courses, cyclingand swimming, the Bob Seagrens and Kyle Rotes have
excelled toa much greater degree than the O.J. Simpsons and Johnny
Benches, whoI might add need the bucks like a hole in the head.
This year the men are taking the competition much more serious
than ever. There have been stories of psychouts, deliberateattempts to
encourage accidents (i.e. bike races) and even guys tryingto get others
drunk the night before competition, in order to hamper their perfor-
mance. The athletes are taking private lessons in each sport, I think
to decrease their embarassment on national television rather than to
increase their proficiency.
The women on the other hand, are content to compete with, and not
against each other,The words of encouragement are there as are the
congratulatory gesturesconspicuously absent from themen's compet-
ition.
Mary Jo Peppier, the women's "Superstar", is a volleyball player
and her greatest advantage obviously was her heightand reach. Laura
Ching, one ofthe few women surfers to challenge the world'stoughest
waters, excelled in aquatic oriented events, but lost her advantage in
track and field. By another myth that wasput to rest happened
only recently. Laura and Mary Jo were practising their swimming
strokes when Seagren wandered out of the hotel and joined them. He
asked if they would like to race 50 metres with him and they agreed.
Seagren finished a weak third. Sorry guys.
The men's "Superstar" has already been crowned but it will not be
known to the public until the show ends in about six week. Unless of
course you subscribe to Sports Illustrated, which delights in spoiling
T.V. surprises like the CBS GolfClassic, World Championship Tennis
and Superstars.
Superstars is an interesting change of pace for the T.V. sports
fanatic. I guess I fall into that category. I would watch a delayed
satellite telecast of the world tiddly-wink championship, as long as
they called it sports. The two things I like most about Superstars are
one, where else can you catch such an array of stars in sports action,
and two, the show saved me from a fate worse than death.
No sports for the Campbell to watch on his dayof rest? Ugh! Really,
I'd just die.
Rick Campbell
Women's B-ball
by Sharon Smith
In women's b-ball action last
Thursday night the Hawkettes
were defeated 77-49 by Waterloo.
As was the case in the men's en-
counter, the final score was not in-
dicative of the close first half. In
that half the teams matched baskets
but Waterloo held a 31-27 lead as a
result of sinking more free throws.
In our highest scoring game so
far this season, Brenda Riddell and
Jan Johnston each hooped ten
points while Linda Grant and Cheri
Bethune added 9 and 8 respec-
tively. All of the women displayed
a fine team effort in a game which
saw us once again reduced to 3
players for the last 13 minutes of
the game. Our "womanpower"
shortage was compounded by
Mary Esau's injury, which kept her
out of the lineup.
The team was greatly encour-
aged by the fan support intheir final
home game.The refereeing, atbest
was inconsistent, and at worst was
downright rotten and demoralizing.
Two inches is a debatable out of
bounds call, but not two feet.
However, greatlyencouraged by
their offensive output, tH women
head into their final two games
against Windsor and Western with
high aspirations. If team spirit
would have it, victory is wellwithin
our grasp.
Complex Corner
Men's Varsity Curling
Congratulations to WLU's
men's varsitycurling team forwin-
ning the Western Sectional's in
Guelph last Saturday. The team,
skipped by Reid Ferguson, wasjust
formed this year and defeated
much more experienced teams.
This great performance has earned
the guys a berth inthe OUAA finals
at Queen's this weekend.
Basketball
As a result of two consecutive
defaults, teams 3A and 6A have
been eliminated from the league.
All teams with games scheduled
against these teams are to count
them as defaulted wins. In play last
week:
la—s4
sa--46
lb—33 7b—33
6b—55 Bb—l6
sb—lB 2b—l4
In one on one competition Irv
Sternberg and Bobby Wagner are
leading the way in quarter-final ac-
tion.
Floor Hockey
Action continued last week with
la—7 2a—3
3a—s sa—o
2b—B lb—4
sb—3 3b—3
Women's Volleyball
The Arts team remains unde-
feated with a 4-0record while Con-
rad and MacDonald have identical
1-3 marks.
Bowling
Rick "Brooklyn Bomber'
Chalupka has the new high men's
average with 158, while the team
standings remain the same.
Entry Deadlines
This week is the entry deadline
for 4-man squash and wrist wrestl-
ing tournaments. The wrist wrest-
lers will be divided into under 155,
180, 200 and heavyweight classes.
This tournament will probably be
held next week.
Skiing
There is ameeting tonight at7:00
in the complex for all ski club
members interested in a reading
week ski trip.
Hockey
Standings are relatively un-
changed although a better balance
is being maintained now that there
is greater participation. Games
next Wednesday and Thursday are
the last until after reading week.
1:30 6-7 followed by 4-2,5-8 and
Thursday 1-3.
Bridge
Duplicate bridge continues to-
night at 7:00 p.m. in the
Lettermen's Lounge. Last week's
winners were N-S first, Steve and
Maureen Stack, second Dip Das-
wani and GeorgeMcClennan. E-W
first were Eve Binkle and Marg
Lippert, second Gunar Subins and
Marc Kilgour.
Women????
During this school year, there is
growing concern about the lack of
use of our athletic facilities by the
women at the school. In a gesture
to further encourage our women to
participate, Wednesday nights
have been set aside as "women
only" nights, when the women at
WLU will have exclusive use ofthe
gym to play basketball, badminton,
and so on. This rule will be en-
forced and hopefully will remove
the fears some women have ofmen
coming in and taking over
whenever they want. If this pur-
pose is achieved, then more bal-
anced participation will take place
on a full time scale. The complex is
there for everyone to enjoy.
V-ball Tourney Success
by Susan Arbie
Last weekend WLU hosted the
second Challenge Cup Volleyball
tournament of the season. Teams
from both the east and west divi-
sion participated. Each team
played every otherteam outoftheir
division—those teams not met in
regular league games.
We played ourfirst gameat 10:00
a.m. on Friday against Ottawa.
Naturally wetried ourbestas usual
but it was not good enough. We
were defeated by scores of 15-8and
15-3. Afterlunch we faced Queen's
and were defeated again. The de-
termination to win was there but
the results, 15-4 and 15-6, didn't
show it.
Our next gameplayed at4:15 was
against Carleton. WLU played
their best games but our attacks
were weak and serving was incon-
sistent. 15-10 and 15-11 were the
scores in favour of Carleton.
Laurentian was the last team we
faced on Friday. Though this team
is about the same calibre as us, they
looked much sharper in defeating
us 15-7 and 15-3.
This ended the first day of the
tournament. The women were re-
ally disappointed overthe results of
the day but were looking ahead to
the last two games left to play
against the big bad schools from
T.O.
Saturday morning at 9:30 we
were matched against York, one of
the stronger teams of the east divi-
sion, as indicated by the 15-3 15-0
scores in their favour.
The last game for WLU was
against Toronto. The game began
well for us and we were leading
at one point 7-4. This lead was
shortlived, however, when To-
ronto came back to take the next 11
points straight to end the game
15-7. The second game of the
match was not as exciting and To-
ronto appeared to be mismatched
against our less experiencedsquad.
The final results of the tourna-
ment showed Western and U ofW
undefeated while York and
Queen's had lost only two games
each. These standings put all four
teams in the semi finals with West-
ern playing York and Queen'splay-
ing U of W. Western and U of W
came away as winners in their re-
spective semis and therefore went
into the finals. U ofW didn't give
the Western squad much of a fight
as Western took both games easily
with scores of 15-7 and 15-3.
We, the host school, extend our
congratulations to the Western
team on their championship vic-
tory.
Sue Johnston would like to ex-
press her appreciation to those who
helped out as scorers, timers,
linesmen, and hostesses for the
tournament and especially to Diane
Parnham for her excellent coordi-
nation ofthe event. Special thanks
also go to George Lewin and Marty
Wamsley for the time they de-
voted.
The team would like to thank the
fans for coming out to the tourna-
ment and supporting them. It's
good to see so much interest.
As a point ofinterest, Coach Sue
Johnston should be congratulated
on her appointment as assistant
coach of the Ontario's girl's vol-
leyball team, which will compete in
the Canada Games in Lethbridge
on February 16-22.
The WLU women would also
like to see you at their next home
game, on Tuesday, February 11,
against Waterloo and Windsor.
One of WLU's brighter moments in the tournament as Judy Clerk (in
white) spikes ball past unidentified Carleton giant.
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Hawkey: Hawks look ahead, not behind
by Ricky Tickytick
Iknew if I kept at him long,,
enough, he'd finally come through.
Boy, did he ever. All season long,
Kirn Bauer has been playing Jiis
usual steady game, maybe not
flashy, butalways reliable. Despite
this, he's been constantly sub-
jected to sarcastic snips from my
quivering quill. After his perfor-
mance last Saturday against Brock
I'd like to balance the scale.
Hawks won the game, trouncing
the hapless Badgers 9-2. Kimmer
blinked the light 4 times and had
two assists to boot for a nifty bun-
dle of six points. Center Brent
Heard matched his winger's output
with a goal and five helpers, so
Coach Gowing's line shufflings
have paid off handsomely, at least
as far as this line is concerned.
However, it was not Bauer's four
goals which brought him to the
limelight against Brock. It was his
unselfish contributions which ena-
bled the Hawks to walk over the St.
Kitt's squad with ease.
Hawks were ahead 1-0 in the first
period and playing shorthanded
when Bauer broke out with Heard.
Kirn held the puck until the Badger
defenseman committedhimselfand
then slipped a perfect pass over to
Brent who fired the puck past the
Brock netminder.
Although the Hawks led 2-0 at
the end of the period, numerous
chances were missed which would
have secured the victory right then
arid there. As it was, although the
Brock team was badly outplayed,
they were still well in the game
starting the middle session.
Very early in the second Bauer
came up with his second beautiful
play which seemed to ignite the
Hawks scoring machine. He fed a
perfect goalmouth pass to Chris
Baldwin who tipped it into the open
side of the net, giving us a 3-0edge.
It was all downhill from that point
as Brock never really threatened
our lead. Other Hawk goals in that
period were scored by Paul San-
son, and Bauer himself, with his
first from a goalmouth scramble.
The third period was played
merely to let theclock gofull circle.
Of number nine, scored a trio and
Paul Stratton sandwiched a marker
in between to bring the count to
nine. Brock scored their only two
goals during this period also. Ironi-
cally they were shorthanded on
both occasions. Maybe if they had
taken more penalties earlier in the
game, the outcome would have
been different...
The win left the Hawks solidly in
third position in the OUAA west,
but since Guelph" and Mac both
posted upsets on the weekend,
Hawks have to keep on pedalling.
WLU's remaining games see a
home and home withRyerson and a
homer with RMC. Hawks
shouldn't really look over their
shoulder. Au contraire, Western, a
point ahead of Hawks in second, is
in tough with games against To-
ronto, Queen's and Guelph. A
Hawk second place finish is not out
of the question. Ofprimary impor-
tance, though, is winning our re-
maining games, and to let every-
thing else take care of itself.
Congratulations to Kirn for his
trefnendous individual contribu-
tion to a fine team performance.
That was quite an exhibition, espe-
cially for a guy whose shotcouldn't
break bread and who skates around
like he's towing a Zamboni.
Notes.. .Stevie Tobias was bet-
ween the pipes for the Brock
game .. .he played a very strong
game when called upon, and
couldn't be faulted on either Brock
score.. .credit must go to the
Brock team, which, despite their
lack of talent, showed great spirit
and hustled throughout.. .the de-
fense has steadied and is showing
more confidence coming out ofour
end .. .what's Mac doing beatin
Western, worse yet Guelphbeating
Toronto?.. .Hawks play Ryerson
Saturday at 7 in Toronto's Forest
Hill Arena, then return against the
Rams next Wednesday at 8 at the
Aud .. .Hawks have already equal-
led last year's total win
output.. .Dennis Schooley felt so
guilty about hogging Hawks scor-
ing lately, that he voluntarily re-
tired halfway through the second
period last Saturday to give others
a chance .. .Kirn thanked him after
the game but Schooley's army was
bitterly disappointed ...
"You guys need any help?" Paul Stratton races in to help mates Bill
Low and Paul Sanson (6) in commonly seen scene of Hawks storm-
ing Brock net. Team effort paid off as Hawks won 9-2
Hockey Hotline
OUAA
Balance in league shifting towards
equilibrium.. .U of T relegated to
ranks of "only human" after 5-4
loss to Guelph at home.. .Blues
outshot Gryphons 52-53 .. .first
home regular season loss for Blues
since 1966.. .Mac blew 3-0 lead to
Western, thencame back to win 4-3
in Hamilton .. .Marlins and'Gryphs
chasing Hawks but must play
back-to-back against each
other.. .top ten will really be mus-
sed up now .. .Western better
watch their toutous, even they
haven't clinched a play-off berth
yet.. .playoffs should be really
interesting...
NHL
Buffalo continues to motor, even
sans Gil Perrault...Sabres getting
much better goaltending than ex-
pected... Leafs continue to mys-
tify, got bombed out on west coast
in more ways than one, then come
back to beat Bruins for second time
this season... bright spotfor dismal
Golden Seals is young Dave
Hrechkosy, 20goal man my bet for
rookie of the year... 16 grand jam
L.A. Forum for Kings-Canadiens
battle last Saturday .. .Kings have
lost twice as many at home as on
the road... Washington averaging a
win per month, not exactly what
one would call a "Capital" gain...
Philly rounding into formread Ber-
nie Parent leading league in goals
against... poor Atlanta Flames in
last place yet still over 500, there is
no southern comfort... Vancouver
regaining composure after disastr-
ous road trip, well ahead of
Chicago again... Black Hawks lul-
ling themselves to sleep, but not
angry fans... They don't appreciate
4 home losses in a row and have
threatened to start slashing playeVs
fires... Kansas City somewhat re-
spectable, twice in succession tied
in last minute by Boston then De-
troit... Phil didn't get 50 in 50 or 47
in 50 for that matter... Gilles Gil-
bert steadying up after being Mr.
Choke in early season play...
WHA
Winnipeg disappointment of the
season as Golden Jet and crew are
definitey grounded... Toros are
doing well under interim coach Bob
Leduc but are still not worth Gar-
dens prices, either are Leafs for
that matter... Edmonton continues
to lead attendance with 13,000plus
average in new building... talks of
Chicago franchise moving to Ot-
tawa, talk about getting blood from
a stone . . .Houston being ch-
ased for first time in two years by
Phoenix... Minnesota coming on
well after disastrous start... only
thing that's changed about
Michigan franchise is name as they
are now losing out of Baltimore...
OHA
Toronto Marlboros virtually
clinched first place gathering 3 of4
points in weekend series with
Peterborough... Marlies are show-
ing great defensive strengthfor first
time this season... Hamilton sneak-
ing up behind Petes despite losing
5-1 boxing match to lowly London
in game where 256 penalty mjnutes
called... Kingston big disappoint-
ment after early season charge...
Kitchener Rangers destined for
basement... knew this at Christmas
yet fire Eddie Bush in middle of
January in "strictly no class"
move...
B-ball: Same old story
by Dan Russell
The Waterloo Warriors visited
the athletic complex last Wednes-
day and handed the hosting Hawks
a 96-68 defeat. The Hawks were
tied with Waterloo at the end ofthe
first quarter much to' the surprise
and delight of the fans. This was
largely a result of Laurier's im-
proved shot selection and solid de-
fensive effort. In the second quar-
ter the bigger Waterloo squad
eased away to a 14 point half-time
lead based on the strength of Tre-
vor Briggs 16 point performance.
T'he half-time score saw the War-
riors leading 54-42.
Don McCrae, coach ofthe War-
riors substituted freely in the sec-
ond half, as he gradually wore
down the tired Hawks. This weari-
ness led to a lack of any consistent
rebounding by the Hawks, thereby
allowing the Warriors second and
third shots at our bucket.
Waterloo was led to the victory
by Trevor Briggs who tallied 26
points followed by newcomer Art
White with 16 and Phil Goggins
with 13.
Hawks scoring was handled by
Joe Macrito with 20 points, while
Neal Hegeman and Stu Bollefer
added 18 and 11 respectively.
The low point of the year had to
have been the drubbing the Hawks
took at the hands ofthe Brock Bad-
gers last Saturday night. The Bad-
gers, coming off a win over Mac,
continued their winning ways,
much to the delight of the
hometown crowd, by trouncing
Laurier 112-69.
Employing a box chaser on Ken
Murray, the Badger's leading
scorer, Laurier played even with
Brock for most of the first half.
This was largely due to Stu
Bollefer's 10point, 8rebound per-
formance. However, four quick
turnovers in the last minute of the
halfallowed thefastbreaking Brock
team to increase their leacLto six-
teen points. Half-time score 1, Brock
50 WLU 34^
The third period was the worstof
the Yearfor the Hawks as the Bad-
gers outscored the visitors 17-2.
From that point on the fourth quar-
ter and final outcome were
foregone conclusions.
JimNelligan, who was held to six
points in thefirst halfexploded for
14 in the second to lead the Badgers
on a 62-35 scoring spree. The
Hawks, when they weren't turning
over the ball, were forced into tak-
inga poor selection of shots, few of
which were made.
Brock shot 46% as compared
with a dismal 25% for Laurier.
However, the 38 rebound edge
which the Badgers enjoyed con-
tinually presented them with sec-
ond and third chances.
Ken Murray led Brock with 25
points and 21 rebounds. Jim Nel-
ligan kept pace with 20 points.
Laurier scorers were Mark
Faryniarz and Joe Marcito with 14
apiece. Stu Bollefer tallied 12.
Guard Mike Reboulet was added
to the Hawk lineup last Saturday
night. Mike has just transfered
from Lakehead, after playing last
season with the K-W champion
W.C.I.
Waterloo leads the Western divi-
sion with seven wins and no losses.
Windsor and Mac are close behind
with 12 and 10points respectively.
Over inthe eastLaurentian leads
Ottawa by two points followed
closely by Carleton and Toronto.
Waterloo and Laurentian should
win their divisions with Waterloo
taking the OUAA for the second
straight year. Best bets in the Na-
tional are (in order of preference)
St. Mary's Huskies, Manitoba Bi-
sons, Waterloo Warriors, Windsor
Lancers, Sir George Williams.
Smart money should be with St.
Mary's.
Women's bball has B.C. leading
the nation with Laurentian, Man-
itoba, Winnipeg and Victoria fol-
lowing.
First pick in the College Draft
this spring will not be David
Thompson. Look for Marvin
Webster from Morgan State to take
top billing. Bob Parish of Cente-
nary College should be aclose sec-
ond.
WLU's next home game is
against Mac on Saturday February
15 at 8:15 p.m.
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